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No support guaranteed, but I often read the FSDeveloper ModelConverterX forum:
https://www.fsdeveloper.com/forum/forums/modelconverterx.87/
12/2/2018 Version 1.1 - adds instructions for the VC (Part 7) and for better reflections (Part 6).
12/15/2018 Version 1.2 - edited to provide instructions for the latest version of ModelConverterX and improve the prop
isolation.
This tutorial will provide a method for converting flyable FS2004 format aircraft MDL files into FSX format, using
ModelConverterX (MCX). This is a rather exhaustive tutorial designed for a relative beginner to this process, but you
will need to have some basic information about how FS planes work. This tutorial is specifically for propeller planes - for
jets with animated engine fans it should be pretty much identical replacing prop0/1/2/3 parts with N1_0/1/2/3
parts. For things like thrust reversers see the RESOURCES below for some information on that (although they are
converting AI aircraft, so I don't know if it applies directly). But because MCX has been updated since most of that
information was released, you may also want to read this tutorial (for simpler techniques for attached landing and taxi
lights, fixing animations when adding some Visibility Conditions, and including part names in your modeldef.xml file to
eliminate some of the tedious editing of the FS2004 model, for example).
I guess the first question you may ask is "Why would I want to make this conversion?" For people using FSX and P3D
through v3 the answer is that it allows objects (like clouds) to be seen through the prop disks, and allows one to use DDS
textures if desired. A few say you may get a slight frame rate boost too. Some would probably decide this is not worth
the effort, but you may think it is. If you use P3Dv4 the answer is that this will allow you to use the plane at all, since
FS2004 format MDL files are not compatible with P3Dv4.

THANKS AND KUDOS
This tutorial would not be possible without Arno, the creater of ModelConverterX and many other wonderful tools. I
couldn't do half the things I do in FS if it weren't for his utility programs. He has recently modified ModelConverterX to
make this process much less painful. Thanks so much!
Very little of this tutorial is original to me, I just thought it would be nice to have it here, all in one place. I have gleaned

bits and pieces of this process from many people over at FSDeveloper, AIG, and Sim-Outhouse (see the links below in
Resources). I hereby thank each and every one of them, you are the real pioneers.

LEGAL RAMIFICATIONS
If you are the author of the aircraft you intend on converting (i.e. you created it), then no problems. If you are not, then
you must comply with one of the following conditions:
1. The resulting MDL file is only for your own use, and you will not release it to anyone else.
2. You have received permission from the original author(s) of the plane to allow release of a converted version.

LIMITATIONS
If when you Import your plane into ModelConverterX any parts are not correctly animated or are displaced from their
normal positions, this tutorial alone will not allow you to convert a usable plane.

NOMENCLATURE
To shorten the tutorial, it may refer to multiple variations of animation or visibility names as engine0/1/2/3 (as an
example). This means engine0, engine1, engine2, and engine3.

RESOURCES
Required
1. I am using ModelConverterX version 1.4.0.0 dated 12/14/2018 - this was the latest version of the "development
release" as of this tutorial version. Earlier versions will not work. You can usually assume that later versions will also
work, but animation names, etc. may be slightly different. Note also that this is not the "stable release", which will not
work for this purpose. You can get the development release here:
https://www.scenerydesign.org/development-releases/
Click on the image of the floppy disk to download.
Installation is easy - create a new folder (outside of any Program Files folder) and place the downloaded files into that
folder. I named my folder ModelConverterX. You can create a desktop shortcut by right clicking the
ModelConverterX.exe file of the program and choosing Copy. Then right click on the Desktop and choose Paste
Shortcut. Click on the name of the Shortcut until it is highlighted. Click again and edit the name until it says something
like ModelConverterX.
2. The other thing that is required is to have the FSX (or relevant P3D) SDK properly installed, and you are able to create
an MDL file from within ModelConverterX. If are converting to FSX and you do not own the Deluxe version of FSX that
has the SDK in it, then you will need to use the P3D v1.4 SDK, which produces FSX compatible MDL files. It is beyond the
scope of this tutorial to get this process working. Refer to the FSDeveloper Wiki entries on this subject, and you can ask
questions at the GMAX and 3DMax Forum at:
https://www.fsdeveloper.com/forum/forums/gmax-and-3ds-max.27/

Optional
3. To examine the alpha channels of the textures of your plane you may need an FS bitmap viewer/editor. I use
DXTBmp, which can be downloaded here:
http://www.mwgfx.co.uk/
Click on the DXTBmp button at the bottom of this page and then downloaded from the bottom of that page. Install as
instructed.
4. The other program I use is RADItor, which tests and then resets the bounding box of the FSX aircraft so it will be
properly displayed in Spot View. It is optional because the ModelConverterX MDL Tweaker tool will do the same thing. I
use RADItor because it requires 3 less mouse clicks to get the job done (I'm lazy). Feel free to use the tool within
ModelConverterX if you prefer. You can get RADItor here if you want it:
https://www.fsdeveloper.com/forum/resources/raditor.120/
Installation is easy - create a new folder (outside of any Program Files folder) and place the downloaded files into that
folder. I named my folder RADItor. You can create a desktop shortcut by right clicking the RADItor.exe file of the
program and choosing Copy. Then right click on the Desktop and choose Paste Shortcut. Click on the name of the
Shortcut until it is highlighted. Click again and edit the name until it says something like RADItor.
NOTE: The latest versions of ModelConverterX have reduced (or eliminated?) the need to reset the bounding box. But I
would at least check the bounding box as described in this tutorial after the initial FSX conversion. The MCX MDL
Tweaker tool will work fine for this.

If you want to follow along with this tutorial
5. For this tutorial I will be using a Douglas DC-6B by Greg Pepper and Tom Gibson, in FS2004 format. If you want to
follow along you can download it here:
Douglas DC-6B Base Pack with United Air Lines textures:
http://www.calclassic.com/files/dc6b_cb16_cc.zip
Install it into FSX or later sim. This plane has FSX installation instructions and will appear and fly in FSX. For P3D you will
need to specify your main P3D folder, then follow the FSX instructions (as far as I know). At the end you will need to
have the following folders in your FS/SimObjects/Airplanes folder (assuming P3D has the same folder arrangement as
FSX - if not, these folders should all be inside the same folder as other addon aircraft):
DC-6B:
DC-6B CB-16
dc6pnlKMCC
PropSound

Information Links
6. The other resources are the various forum threads that may give you more details than I include here, but hopefully
you won't need them. Thus you probably don't have to read these. These people were converting planes long before
this tutorial, and have provided invaluable information to this tutorial.
The ModelConverterX Forum, which contains many threads related to this conversion process:
https://www.fsdeveloper.com/forum/forums/modelconverterx.87/
A couple of the most important threads from this forum:
https://www.fsdeveloper.com/forum/threads/why-do-animations-get-broken-during-fs9-fsx-conversion.442430/#post795360
https://www.fsdeveloper.com/forum/threads/fs2004-aircraft-propeller-states.439521/
The thread for converting AI jets, including a PDF tutorial link in the first post is:
https://www.alpha-india.net/forums/index.php?topic=25691.0
And the threads that continue this discussion which often include another set of downloadable instructions and files:
https://www.alpha-india.net/forums/index.php?topic=27589.0
https://www.alpha-india.net/forums/index.php?topic=27669.0
http://www.sim-outhouse.com/sohforums/showthread.php/99693-Model-Converter-X-Question-and-Help
OK, I think we're ready to begin!

PART ONE – SETUP
1. First, we need to add some extra part definitions (i.e. visibilities or animations) to the modeldef.xml file. This will let
us do two things:
i. Define animations for FS2004 part names (makes these conversions automatic)
ii. Add new definitions for expanded capabilities (taxi lights, etc.).
a. You need to decide which modeldef.xml file you will be using. For a conversion to FSX it is probably located at
SDK/Environment Kit/Modeling SDK/bin/modeldef.xml. For conversion to P3D it is probably located at
SDK/Modeling/3DS Max/bin/modeldef.xml.
b. First make a copy of this file by left clicking on the file, right clicking and choosing Copy, clicking the white area
around the file, and right clicking and choosing Paste. This will create a copy of the file. I renamed this copy to
modeldef_orig.xml as a backup.
c. Open the modeldef.xml file by double clicking it. If it asks which file to use to open this, choose Wordpad. Notepad
is also acceptable.
d. At the top of this file you will see:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<ModelInfo>
click at the end of the <ModelInfo> and press Enter. We will insert our new definitions here.
e. Download this file containing my extra definitions. Inside is a text file. Open it by double clicking the file
name. Click once in the text and press Ctrl A (Select All). All text should become highlighted.
f. In the modeldef.xml file, click the blank line we made. Right click and choose Paste. You can add white space with
the Enter key if you want more space before or after this section.
g. If you have previously added anything to this modeldef file yourself, you need to check to make sure that none of
my part names or GUIDs (the long string of numbers and letters) are identical to someone else's. I've tried to make
them unique, but you should probably check. Copy a part name from this tutorial (between the <Part> and </Part> tags)
and press Ctrl F to bring up the Find box. Paste into the find box and make sure there are no others. Repeat until you
have done all of my parts. Do the same thing with the GUID values.
h. Save the file. It may warn you that you are saving in Text Only format - this is what we want, so say Yes.
i. Many of the individual definitions will be described as we use them, but there are three basic types that have been
added:
i. Custom visibility definitions for parts that should be visible only under certain conditions (for example, the taxi light
effect should only display when the taxi light switch is turned on).
ii. Custom animations for parts that need to move in a different way from those provided by the default modeldef.xml
file.
iii. Animations used when loading FS2004 aircraft. There are a few animation definitions that MCX uses when it loads
an FS2004 aircraft that are not in the modeldef.xml file, and unless tediously changed to FSX equivalents they will not
animate in FSX or later. The definitions added here use the names MCX uses, and so no edits are necessary.
For a more detailed discussion, refer to Part 7, Appendix.

2. In the plane's model folder you will find a file of type MDL (and filename ends with .MDL if you choose to display
extensions). Copy this file and paste it back into the folder as a backup. In our example this will duplicate the
FS/SimObjects/Airplanes/DC-6B CB-16/model/dc6b.mdl file into something like dc-6b - Copy.mdl. We should rename it a suggested name is the original MDL file name plus - FS9 at the end of the name (not after the MDL extension). Using
my example aircraft I made it dc6b - FS9.mdl.
3. Start ModelConverterX (MCX).
4. Choose Options (menu)

and make sure your settings are set to:
Importer Settings
Use Conditions: User Specified
Exporter Settings
FSX XtoMDL Path: If converting to FSX, set the path to the FSX SDK, probably SDK/environment kit/modeling
SDK/3DSM7/Plugins/xtomdl.exe (click the blank screen, click the ... button, and browse to it). If you are using a different
version of 3DS Max to compile your own planes, choose the relevant 3DSM folder instead.
P3DvX XtoMDL Path: If converting to P3DvX (X is a number), set the path to the P3D SDK, likely in the SDK/Modeling/3ds
Max/3DSM2012_x64/Plugins/XtoMDL.exe (click the blank screen, click the ... button, and browse to it).
ObjectModel Settings
CollapseModelParts: FALSE but keep reading. Setting this to FALSE keeps MCX from combining all non-animated parts
with the same material. If you leave this at TRUE in some cases this will make your conversion easier (fewer parts) but
sometimes harder (if you need to assign visibility conditions to parts that have been Collapsed into a single part you will
have to Merge these into your model after isolating them with this setting at FALSE). I describe the process in this
tutorial with the setting at FALSE, so set it that way.
FS Related Settings
FS Paths: Set the paths for the sims you have installed on your computer.
ModelDefPath: This should be set to the modeldef.xml file you will use for your conversions - the one we added the
definitions to above.
3. Close the Options with the red X.

PART TWO - FS2004 IMPORT
1. Did you make a backup of the plane's MDL file as described in Part 1, Step 2? If not, do it now.
2. Click Import (menu item at the left in the image in Part 1), set the drop down box to type FS MDL, and browse to your
aircraft's MDL file, in the plane's Model folder. Click it and click Open. Do not open the copy. In our example I will
Import the dc6b.mdl file found in the FS/SimObjects/Airplanes/DC-6B CB-16/model folder.
3. The Set Condition Variables box will pop up. If it does not, this is probably not an FS2004 format aircraft.
If using the DC-6B example, set the values to the following (later versions of MCX have prop0/1/2/3_blurred instead of
engine0/1/2/3, but they work identically):

a. The following (if present, not all will be there) should already be set: for the external model - see below for a Virtual
Cockpit (VC).
Variable

Value

Notes

gen_model

2

Loads the external model. If you are converting the VC, set this to 1

g_lightStates 4

retains the attachpoints for the landing and taxi lights for the external
model, if loading the VC set this to 0

c_gear

100

allows the wheels to display

l_gear

100

"

r_gear

100

"

parts_visible 65535
b. Set these as you need to:
prop0/1/2/3_still = 0 (determines the display of still/slow/blurred props and jet fans. For now, leave these at 0 to load
the still props).
custom_anim_XXXXX (XXXXX can be anything). In the exterior model these are usually custom visibility objects like
ground equipment. In my experience setting these to 32000 usually gets them to display, but there could be
exceptions.
Some, like crash check,damaged, rain, and wind variables, seem to disappear upon importing.
c. Click Set, and the plane will display. Check the log at the bottom for any bright red entries (errors). You can ignore
most light red warnings. If it warns about a problem with the modeldef.xml file (usually the top line of the log - scroll
up), you probably made an editing error when adding our new definitions. Start over with your backup and try it again.
4. I uncheck the Use Complex Shader button, which gives me a more pleasing view of the plane. Your results may vary.
5. Check the plane, and make sure that the props, control surfaces,and other parts animate as expected and are not
displaced. The animation slider is at the bottom of the button rows. If they do not animate or are displaced, I don't
know of a reasonably easy way to fix this, sorry. Conversion is probably not possible using these instructions alone.

UNKNOWN ANIMATIONS
6. Click the Animation Editor button and look for anything called usrvar, UserDefined, Unknown, or similar. These are
parts that MCX could not determine what they really are. They will often have a red highlight, warning you that there is
no such animation definition in the modeldef.xml file and these animations will be lost when Exported. Write down
these animation definitions.

7. Close the Animation Editor with the red X (all such editors are closed with the red X).
8. Click the Hierarchy Editor button and click the Highlight Selected checkbox. You will see a tree diagram of your
plane's parts on the left. Each time you click a line in the tree diagram, that part (or group of parts) will turn red on the
aircraft display and the properties of that line will appear on the right.

The tree diagram appears something like this:
SceneGraphNode
--- this is the master master node - everything is connected to this node. It is sometimes referred
to as the Tick18 or Ambient node.
SceneGraphNode --- This is the master node for this animated group of parts. The animation is sometimes defined
here.
SceneGraphNode --- This node includes another SceneGraphNode (not all do) - The animation is defined here if not in
the first SceneGraphNode.
ModelPart
--- These are the parts themselves (there can be one to many ModelParts within this node).
ModelPart
--- There can also be further SceneGraphNodes and ModelParts as branches of the second
SceneGraphNode, for complex animations.
SceneGraphNode --- This is the master node for this (typically) non-animated group of parts.
ModelPart
--- These are the ModelParts for this node. Again, can be one to many ModelParts.
Let's explore how the Hierarchy Editor works. In the DC-6B example image above, I have clicked on the prop group of
parts for engine #1 (called engine0 in FS code). You can see that in this case the master SceneGraphNode for the part
contains the animation, assigned to engine0. This is not a valid FS animation definition, and we will need to change it
later to prop0_still. The prop is a complex part with the hub the first ModelPart below the master SceneGraphNode
(note the red ring behind the spinner):

and the three SceneGraphNode/Model part groups below this are each prop blade. These use the lever_prop_pitch
animation definition so they twist as the prop pitch is adjusted.

There are two types of properties we will be changing in the Hierarchy Editor, animations and visibility conditions. Both
are displayed in the Property box at the right, if present. Animations are often assigned to the SceneGraphNodes (but
can also be assigned to ModelParts), while Visibility Conditions must be assigned to the individual ModelParts.
A ModelPart inherits the animation from the SceneGraphNodes above it. Thus if the SceneGraphNode has an animation
for the propeller (prop0_still), all the ModelParts underneath that node will also be so animated. If a SceneGraphNode
or ModelPart under that SceneGraphNode has an animation of its own, that animation will be added to the original
animation. The example above is the twisting prop blade (lever_prop_pitch) attached to the prop hub (prop0_still). The
prop both rotates and twists. The same concept applies to visibility conditions.
9. If you had any unknown animations in step 5, type in one of the unknown animation words you wrote down into the
search box at the top middle. If nothing was unknown, skip these steps and go to step 11. Read them though because
you will need to know how the Hierarchy Editor works. A list of ModelParts or SceneGraphNodes will appear. Click on
one, and see what lights up red on your plane.

For the DC-6B example, I typed "userdefined" into the search box and looked for the parts. I couldn't find them. So I
used a little trick - turn on colored render mode rather than textured render mode. When I did that, the parts were
bright red. Turns out they were textured with a dark blue color, and turning them red only caused them to turn
black! Go back to textured render mode when finished (the button just to the right of colored render mode).
If a given unknown SceneGraphNode/ModelPart already has a correct animation in the SceneGraphNodes above it, then
you can eliminate this unwanted animation. In this DC-6B example these parts should not have any individual animation
(they are part of the maintenance stairs and should remain as a solid unit) and thus the animation must be removed.
For those nodes/parts that do need to be animated separately, refer to step 10.
a. Close the Hierarchy Editor and open the Animation Editor. If all of the unknown animations using a given name
need to have their animations removed, type in one of the names into the box to the right of the Select Name
Containing button.. Click that button. There should now be checkboxes next to all of the those parts. In the DC-6B
example I typed user, clicked the Select Name Containing button, and all 5 userdefined8 parts were selected.
If instead you need to select the parts one by one, click the Select None button, and then double click each line to select
it.
.

b. If the parts move when the animation slider IN THE ANIMATION EDITOR is moved, slide it to the location (keyframe)
where the parts should be location/rotated (not applicable to the DC-6B example).
c. Click the Fix Selected Animations button. The unknown animations will disappear.
d. Close the Animation Editor.

10. If you have no unknown parts that need to be animated, skip to step 11. If the unknown animated parts should be
animated in addition to any nodes directly above them and you know what the animation and visibility name (if needed)
should be used for this part, then step down through the SceneGraphNodes to highlight each part with this unknown
animation name. Click on that name and choose the correct animation from the list. Repeat for each such part. If you
need to see the SceneGraphNode in the complete listing to understand it, click on the SceneGraphNode to highlight it
and click the yellow pencil to the right of the search box. The full listing will re-appear with your SceneGraphNode still
highlighted. When you need to go to the other parts, just type the unknown animation name into the search box
again. NOTE: If you are following along with the DC-6B we have no such parts to fix in this way.

If needed, also assign any Visibility Conditions - click the None underneath Visibility Condition and choose from the

list. Note that only ModelParts should have a Visibility Condition - it won't work with SceneGraphNodes.

SETTING CUSTOM ANIMATION VISIBILITIES
17. In my experience, the objects that displayed the custom_anim_XXXX animations in the popup Set Condition
Variables box may become displaced if their visibility conditions are not set before conversion. These parts are typically
those that appear and disappear under certain conditions. On the DC-6B these are the passenger and maintenance
airstairs (both custom_anim_EXIT_OPEN) and the left/right chocks (both custom_anim_BRAKE_PARKING). The name
includes one of the conditions in which the part appears/disappears. Another obvious choice is any ground
equipment. Operate the model in FSX and find out what such parts can be. If you are using P3D, you may have to ask at
a forum for the plane (or a general FS2004 forum).
18. Open the Hierarchy Editor. Since these parts have no specific animations already in place, we will have to click on
each master SceneGraphNode until the desired part turns red. Once you find one, you will need to assign the proper
visibility condition to each and every ModelPart in that node. The custom visibility definitions we added to the
modeldef file are discussed in the Appendix.
For example, with the DC-6B there are 4 such parts, as described in step 17. From the top of the list start clicking on the
master SceneGraphNodes until you find the airstairs - it's often near the top of the list:

19. Click on the ModelPart just below the highlighted SceneGraphNode and click on the None underneath the Visibility
Condition. Select the proper visibility condition from the list. In the case of our DC-6B example, that is airstairs_4 for a 4
engine plane. If you prefer, you can use Shift and/or Ctrl clicks to select some or all of these ModelParts and assign the
Visibility Condition all at once.

20. If you have any parts left, continue clicking the ModelParts below the ones just edited and repeat this. Repeat for all
ModelParts in this node. There are a total of 10 ModelParts that need to be changed in this DC-6B example (i.e. the
ModelParts that make up the entire airstairs object). Note that the SceneGraphNodes do not need visibility conditions,
only ModelParts. Occasionally a ModelPart will escape away from its node - just find it among the single ModelParts
and assign it the same Visibility Condition.
21. Repeat this for each object that has a custom_anim_XXX definition when Imported. For the DC-6B this is the
maintenance stairs (assign the maint_pltfrm_4 visibility condition), the left chocks (assign the l_chocks_4), and the right
chocks (assign the r_chocks_4). Remember to add these conditions to every part in the node. The maintenance
platform has 11 parts, the chocks each have 2. Note that when finding the maintenance stairs, look for the little wheels
to turn red (the rest only turns black) or use coloured render mode. Close the Hierarchy Editor.
ASSIGNING PARTS WITH DIFFERENT ANIMATIONS IN FSX VS FS2004
22. One more task, and that's to re-assign any parts that have a different animation in FSX than they did in FS2004. An
example of this is the steerable nosewheel using the c_wheel animation definition. The FS2004 SDK specifies it to be
animated differently than the FSX SDK does (see the Appendix for details if you are interested). So open the Animation
Editor and type in c_wheel in the Select Name Containing box and press the button. Normally there will be only one
line, but I guess there could be more. Select c_wheel_FS9 from the drop down box to the right of the Assign Animation
Type and click that button. The c_wheel entries should change to c_wheel_FS9. (In the DC-6B example aircraft there is
one c_wheel line).
You must immediately continue to Part 3, because you will lose your changes if you do not.

PART THREE - SETTING UP THE LANDING AND TAXI LIGHTS
We are ready to set up the landing and taxi lights. Currently this must be done with the FS2004 model. We will first
define the effect to use at each attachpoint, align them so they shine on the ground, and then assign a visibility
condition to each one.
1. We can start with the attachpoints. I do not describe attachpoints other than those used for landing lights and taxi
lights, so if you have any others I can't help much at this time. But built in nav lights, etc. are handled the same way as
described below, you only need to type in the correct CustomFileName or click the box, click the ... button, and browse
the effects available. Orientation is not important, but Position is.
2. Click the Display Attached Objects button (image of a paper clip). If present, each attachpoint will have a little red
square in the aircraft display (see below). They should also have red/blue/green axes extending from them.
3. I find this easier in Wireframe Render Mode, a button in the second row along the top.
4. Click on the Attached Object Editor button. A list of attachpoints should be in the editor if the plane has landing
and/or taxi lights.

5. Many aircraft (not all) will have multiple attachpoints for each location. The DC-6B is a good example of this - there
are really only two attached lights on the plane, a landing light under each wing. But the list shows there are 8
attachpoints, and it turns out there are 4 under each wing (only 1 under each wing will turn yellow, since the others are
presumably right behind it). You can delete the unneeded lights as long as you know you do not need them, but be
careful - you can't really bring them back without merging them in from a separate model, a much more difficult
process. But if they are right on top of each other I can't imagine why you would need more than one attachpoint
there. The attachpoints we will be using in the DC-6B example are attpt_light05 and attpt_light07. In the instructions
below I left the extra attachpoints alone - they don't do any harm.
6. Click the list of attachpoints until you see one turn yellow. Even if there are duplicates in that spot, we will use the
one that turns yellow to place our light. In the DC-6B the left landing light attachpoint turns yellow when we click on
attpt_light05:

7. In the CustomFileName box, type in fx_landing (you can't use the ... button because it's not a separate file, it's built
into FS). Set the UseAutoGeneratedName to False. In the AttachPointName box, type in a name like landing_light_L.

8. The axes will help us get the light shining in the right direction. The green axis will point the way the light will shine we need it to be pointing forward when it should be shining on the ground. Click on the Orientation line, drag across it
to highlight the entire line, and type in (0;0;90) You should include the parentheses. Note the numbers are separated
by semicolons. Click the Position line to see your changes. If your plane has fixed landing lights then this should point
the green line forward, just what we want (note that any extra attachpoints may still have the green axes pointing
up). Since the DC-6B has retracting landing lights animated using the water rudder variable, when the animation slider is
at the far left the green axis should be pointing forward. When you move the animation slider to the far right, the
landing light should rotate and the green line will be pointing straight down. This is backwards from most animations
(where things extend as you move the slider right) but that's the way MS designed it in FS2004. So if your plane uses a
different variable for this animation the slider may work backwards - that's fine as long as the green line is forward when

the landing light is deployed.
9. Do the same thing for the attachpoint that turns yellow under the right wing. In the case of the DC-6B that is
attpt_light07. Edit the CustomFileName, UseAutoGeneratedName, AttachPointName (landing_light_R would be
logical). In the Orientation: enter (0;0;90) again and click the Position line. That green axis should be pointing forward
when the landing light is deployed.
10. When MCX imports landing or taxi light attachpoints connected to an animated object, they sometimes will
dislocate to the pivot point of that animation. In this case use the numbers in the Position box to move them to just in
front of the center of the landing light lens. You can do this too for static lights if they are not quite right. I find this
easier if they are deployed, if animated, so move the animation slider to that position.
The numbers in the Position box are Left/Right; Up/Down; Forward/Back. Adjust them by small numbers at first (by less
than 1.0) to see how far they move. Then adjust them until they are located correctly. In the DC-6B the left landing light
values are -0.08; -0.18; 0.05 and the right is 0.00; -0.16; 0.03. Close the Attached Objects Editor.

11. Next we need to set their Visibility Condition, so they turn on and off with the landing light switch or key (CtrlL). Open the Hierarchy editor and type in the word landing. Your landing lights should be listed. Click on an
AttachedLight.

12. A little red square in the display will turn yellow. Assuming this is a landing light, change the Visibility Condition
from None to general_light.

13. Repeat this process for all landing lights in the list. You can ignore all the extra attachpoints, if any.

SETTING UP TAXI LIGHTS
14. If some of your attachpoints are taxi lights, it's exactly the same process in the Attached Object Editor. Give
the CustomFileName fx_landing, set the UseAutoGeneratedName to False, the AttachPointName something like
taxi_light_nose, and type into the Orientation line (0;0;90). Edit the Position line if you wish. Then in the Hierarchy
editor, when you find that AttachedEffect (in our example type taxi into the search box) and it has been selected give it
the Visibility Condition of light_taxi_visible. Now it will operate by using the taxi light switch (hopefully that plane's
panel has such a switch, because there is no FS keyboard command for the taxi light). The DC-6B has no taxi lights.
You must immediately continue to Part 4, because you will lose your changes if you do not.

PART FOUR - CONVERSION TO FSX
1. Choose Export Object (menu) and change the drop down box to FSX MDL Object (or another MDL format if exporting
to another sim). Click on the MDL filename, in the example it's dc6b.mdl. Click the Save button. An overwrite warning
will appear. As long as you have made the backup of your MDL file, click the Yes button. A red error line may appear in
the log saying that this is not a supported MDL type. This has never caused a problem for me. Don't worry about the
other MDL files in the image below, you will create them later.

2. You should see a yellow box appear on the screen detailing things you should have thought of when reading the
LEGAL RAMIFICATIONS section in the Introduction of this tutorial.
3. If you do not get a new MDL created (check the Modified Date in Windows Explorer/My Computer) or an error

message, then it is likely your compile process is not working correctly. This will need to be fixed before you can
continue (see the LIMITATIONS section at the top).
4. Import the new FSX version of your MDL file into MCX. In our example it is still called dc6b.mdl.
5. Use the animation slider to check all parts and make sure that they are located where they should and animating
correctly. If there is a problem here, I don't know how to solve that, sorry.
6. Click the Object Information button. Look at the Boundingbox section. Find the largest dimension (negative or
positive).

In this DC-6B example, the largest dimension is -19.501.
7. Click the Edit box and change the Name to include your sim. I changed this to dc6b_FSX. Click the Edit button again.
Close the Object Information box.
8. Choose Export Object (menu) and check the drop down box is set to FSX MDL Object (or another MDL format if
exporting to another sim). Click the Save button. An overwrite warning will appear. Click the Yes button.
9. If you chose to use RADItor to check and change the bounding box size, then go to step 11. If not, open the MDL
Tweaker in ModelConverterX by choosing Special Tools/MDL Tweaker. Click the ... button and browse to your
converted MDL file. Click Open. If the numbers are close to the ones you saw in step 6, you are done and can skip to
step 14. You will probably never have to worry about this again. If the numbers are huge (100s or 1000s of meters),
these need to be changed. The DC-6B will probably not need to be changed:

We'll make a final size calculation later, but for now enter the number that is the next highest integer than the number
found in step 6. If you double click each number, just type in the new number and the minus signs will stay where they
need to be. It should look something like this (I actually used 21 for all the numbers when creating this tutorial because
it's easier to type!). The numbers can be a few higher, no problem.

10. Click the Save MDL button. Choose the MDL file you just converted above. Click Save. Click Yes to overwrite the
original file. You can keep MDL Tweaker open in the background for later use, if desired. Use the Windows taskbar to
bring it back. Skip to step 14.
11. If you decided to use RADItor, start the RADItor program. Click the ... button and browse to your converted MDL
file. Click Open.
12. Click the Read button. If the numbers are close to the ones you saw in step 6, you are done and can skip to step 14.
You will probably never have to check this again. If the numbers are huge (100s or 1000s of meters), these need to be
changed. The DC-6B will not need to be changed:

We'll make a final size calculation later, but for now enter the number that is the next highest integer than the number
found in step 6. If you double click each number, just type in the new number and the minus signs will stay where they
need to be. It should look something like this (I actually used 21 for all the numbers creating this tutorial because it's
easier to type!). The numbers can be a few higher, no problem.

13. Click the Write button. You can leave RADItor open in the background and use the taskbar to bring it up when
needed. For any further changes do not Read again, just press the Write button if modifying the same MDL name.
14. Load the plane into FSX or later sim. If you already have FS running and the plane loaded, do this:
a. Flights/Save Flight
b. Name it AAA or something simple near the top of the list (I use AAA for testing many things) and click OK.
c. Flights/Load Flight - choose AAA and click OK.
d. The new MDL file version will be loaded.
e. Repeat step c each time you want to load a new MDL version.
15. Check the control surfaces, door, gear, and other animations. The props will spin, but not disappear.
16. If you ever get a model displaying in FSX (or your sim) with animated objects displaced (often to the center of the
plane):

Try this - it's sometimes worked for me:
a. Import the model back into ModelConverterX. All objects should be in their correct positions (if not, then this can't
be fixed).
b. Choose Export Object back into the same MDL filename (overwrite). Use RADItor or MDL Tweaker if needed.
c. Reload the MDL file in FSX as I described in step 14. Hopefully the result is below - if not, you will need to go back to
your backup MDL and try again.:

17. In Windows Explorer/My Computer make a copy of the new MDL file and paste it back into the folder. Rename it to
the name plus - FSX1 (for our first FSX conversion). In our example that would be dc6b - FSX1.mdl. This is a backup so
we can come back to this step if things go wrong later.
18. At this point feel free in future steps to use Export Object to generate a new MDL file (in this tutorial it is
dc6b.mdl). We have a backup at this point so it would not be too bad to go back here and try again. Remember to use
MDL Tweaker or RADItor if needed, and if parts are displaced refer to step 16 above.

PART FIVE - SAVING THE OTHER PROP PARTS, MERGING, AND
ANIMATING THEM
NOTE: I have found that this process can easily lead to displaced parts, so be sure to do these steps in the
following order, including Exporting the model after each step. If you still get displaced parts, refer to Part 4,
Step 16.
IMPORT FS2004 AIRCRAFT, DISPLAY SLOW PROPS, AND CREATE THE TEMPORARY FSX AIRCRAFT
1. Props in FS consist of three separate parts - prop_still, prop_slow, and prop_blurred. Most jet fan disks use
the same system, but are called N1_still/slow/blurred. There are several different ways people deal with this;
in my planes the prop_still parts are detailed propellers used for stopped and very slow rotation, the
prop_blurred parts are solid round disks, and the prop_slow parts are wedges cut out of the blurred prop disk
(the number of wedges is the number of prop blades). When we imported our plane with the engine0/1/2/3
variables set to 0, the plane displayed the prop_still parts. This is what we exported in Part Three. Now we
need to Isolate the prop_slow and prop_blurred parts from a temporary FSX model, export them as FSX files,
and merge them into our FSX converted plane. We do this one prop type at a time.
2. In the MCX Options/ModelObject Settings, change the CollapseNodes to FALSE. This will often avoid other
parts being combined with the prop parts. This does lead to lots of extra SceneGraphNodes in the Hierarchy
Editor, but that's fine.
3. Import the FS2004 *backup* MDL file you made. It was suggested to use the original MDL file name plus FS9 at the end of the name (not after the MDL extension). The DC-6B example would be dc6b - FS9.mdl.
4. When the Set Condition Variables box pops up, set the prop0/1/2/3_still variables to 5000. Upon import
this will display the slow props. You can leave the rest of the numbers unchanged.

5. NOTE: Do NOT worry that there are no textures on the plane, just a black and white checkerboard. This
is normal.
ASSIGNING THE PROP PART ANIMATION AND VISIBILITY DEFINITIONS

6. Now we get to assign proper animations and visibility conditions for each of the slow props. The
animations can be assigned from either the Animation Editor or the Hierarchy Editor, the visibility conditions
only from the Hierarchy Editor.. Since it's easier to do the animations in the Animation Editor we'll start
there. Close the Hierarchy Editor and open the Animation Editor.
7. Type in prop0 into the box to the right of the Select Name Containing button and press that button. Now
all the entries for the prop0_still animation should be checked, and the rest unchecked. In my DC-6B example,
there should be 1.
8. Choose prop0_slow from the drop down box, and click the Assign Animation Type button.

The prop0_still line should change to prop0_slow. Repeat steps 6 and 7 for any other engine variables in the
list - prop1_stil to prop1_slow, prop2_still to prop2_slow, and prop3_still to prop3_slow. With the DC-6B it
should look like the following when finished. Close the Animation Editor.

9. Open the Hierarchy Editor. Type in prop in the search box. The slow prop parts should be selected - click
on one and make sure the slow prop turns red. Click on the SceneGraphNode and check the animation name.

10. Click on the first ModelPart below the SceneGraphNode. The slow prop should turn red. Click the word
None under the words Visibility Condition and choose the same visibility condition from the drop down box as
the animation in the SceneGraphNode above it.. For example, if a SceneGraphNode has an animation name of
prop0_slow, then all ModelParts under that SceneGraphNode (and still within that node) should receive a
visibility condition of prop0_slow. Typically for slow and blurred props there will be only one ModelPart for
each engine, but there could be more on complex aircraft.

11. Repeat this for all prop nodes in this listing, which should be the number of props on your plane. All such
ModelParts should end up with a visibility condition. Only ModelParts get visibility conditions, not
SceneGraphNodes. Close the Hierarchy Editor.
12. Choose Export Object (menu) and check the drop down box is set to FSX MDL Object (or another MDL
format if exporting to another sim). Change the filename by adding - FSX_Temp to the name. In our example
it would be dc6b - FSX_Termp.mdl. Click the Save button.
13. Choose Import and load your new FSX_Temp aircraft. In our example that is dc6b - FSX_Temp. No
textures will be loaded, that's fine.
FIND THE SLOW PROPS
14. Open the Hierarchy Editor and type in prop into the search box at the top middle. The slow prop parts
will be listed. Check the Highlight Selected box if not checked. Click on them and confirm all slow props are
there (it will turn red). Prop0 is the leftmost prop, when you are sitting in the cockpit looking forward. Now
select all of them, using a left click on the top part and a Shift click on the bottom part.

15. With all the parts selected in the list above, click the pencil to the right of the search box (Clear Search)
and the entire list will re-appear. Your parts will still be selected. As we discussed earlier, a node consists of
one or more SceneGraphNodes and one or more ModelParts. Normally, all these parts will be together. If
not, we will deal with that below.

ISOLATING PROPS
16. While there are several different ways of isolating props, most depend on a specific arrangement of
SceneGraphNodes and ModelParts in the nodes. I'll describe a single procedure that should work for most
planes - we will Remove everything that is not the prop parts. Let's go back to the image of our prop parts
(the image above). The first job is to remove everything BELOW the node that is highlighted. Do not remove
any portion of the last prop node, including any SceneGraphNodes or ModelParts, just the nodes below
them. Start by clicking the SceneGraphNode below the bottom prop part:

17. Now scroll down to near the bottom of the file and while holding down the Shift key, click the bottom
ModelPart or SceneGraphNode attached to the same vertical line as the SceneGraphNode you click on in the
image above. All nodes between the prop part and the bottom of the file should be highlighted (if there is a
Crash Tree at the bottom of the file, do not highlight it). If the slow props ever turn red STOP! You have
selected something wrong. Once you're sure, press the Remove button. Repeat this for each vertical line
of parts below your slow prop parts. There is often a list of ModelParts at the bottom of the file, remove
those too. Do NOT remove the Crash Tree.

Your bottom prop node should now be at the bottom of the listing, except for the crash tree:

18. Click on the SceneGraphNode above our bottom prop part, because we need to delete nodes until we find
the next slow prop node above that. Luckily they are often listed together, so click on the SceneGraphNode
directly above the bottom prop part, and see if this is a slow prop part. In the case of the DC-6B all 4 are
together, so that's easy and we can move on. If they are not all together, remove any SceneGraphNodes
between the slow prop parts. Do this one by one - click on the SceneGraphNode of a given node. If it is not a
slow prop part (i.e. it doesn't turn red), then press the Remove button. If it is a slow prop part, skip it and
keep moving upward until you have all of the slow prop parts together.
Here is a part that is not a slow prop part - press the Remove button:

Here is a slow prop part - skip it and continue moving up:

Here is a demonstration of how it should look when you have all 4 slow prop parts at the bottom of the file The selection is just for the demonstration, you do not need to do this. Other models may appears slightly
different, but should have the same basic structure.

19. Now that we have all our props at the bottom of the file, we can select all the nodes to almost the top of
the listing. If the slow props ever turn red STOP! You have selected something wrong. Click the
SceneGraphNode above your top prop part:

Use the scroll bar to move up the listing, keeping track of the vertical line that your prop parts are
on.. Holding down the Shift key, click the ModelPart or SceneGraphNode indicated below (it's the top
ModelPart or SceneGraphNode of the vertical line your prop parts are attached to). Check that the prop parts
are NOT RED. Press the Remove button:

20. Now scroll up to the top of the file and select any parts above your prop parts, but DO NOT include any
ModelParts or SceneGraphNodes that start a new vertical line to the right of the one it is on:

21. When you are done it should look like something like this (the number of prop parts will vary with the
aircraft):

22. Wait a minute, there are the cockpit windows included here, in addition to the 4 slow props! Sometimes
when selecting from an FSX converted aircraft you will get glitches like this. But if we tried to use the FS2004
model to isolate the props, we would risk displacing all the animated parts when we merged these into our
plane. If you click on the cockpit windows ModelPart (the one above the highlighted SceneGraphNode above),
you will see that the props turn red too so we can't remove this part. We will just have to deal with this later
on by deleting the part in the existing model before Merging the slow props into the plane.
23. Choose Export Object and make sure the drop down box is still set to FSX MDL Object (or other format if
converting to another sim). Give it a name that makes sense to you. I will use dc6b_props_slow.mdl for the
DC-6B example, and perhaps you would choose twin_props_slow.mdl for the generic twin example. Save into
the same folder as your converted aircraft MDL file.
ASSIGNING ANIMATIONS AND VISIBILITIES TO THE BLURRED PROPS AND SAVING THEM
24. Now we get to do this all over again for the prop_blurred parts. Import your FS9 version again (in our
tutorial it's dc6b_FS9.mdl) into MCX. When the Set Condition Variables box pops up, set the prop0/1/2/3_still
variables to 10000. When the plane loads, you should see the blurred props displayed.
25. Set the animations and visibilities. Follow Steps 6 through 13 except for the blurred props this time. In

the Animation Editor prop0_still is assigned to prop0_blurred, prop1_still to prop1_blurred, prop2_still to
prop2_blurred, and prop3_still to prop3_blurred. In the Hierarchy Editor the visibilities are also assigned
prop0/1/2/3_blurred, but to the ModelParts.
26. Export to the FSX_Temp MDL file (overwrite), and Import this FSX_Temp file into MCX.
27. Isolate the blurred props as we did the slow props in Steps 16 through 22.
28. When you have the blurred props isolated choose Export Object, check the drop down box is FSX MDL
Object (or your sim's format), and save as something like dc6b_props_blurred.mdl or twin_props_blurred.mdl.
MERGING THE PROPS INTO THE AIRCRAFT
29. Import your converted aircraft MDL file into MCX, assuming it is the same as the one we Exported at the
end of Part 3 (and backed up as xxx_FSX1.mdl). In our example, it's dc6b.mdl. If it is not the same, delete the
incorrect MDL file (i.e. you have played around with it), copy your xxx_FSX1.mdl file, paste into the same
folder, and rename the copy to the name of your aircraft's MDL file. In our example, I would delete the
dc6b.mdl file, copy the dc6b_FSX1.mdl file, paste it back in, and rename the copy to dc6b.mdl.
30. If your isolated slow props file does not contain any extra parts you can skip to Step 32. If there were
any non-prop objects retained by the isolated slow props file, to avoid duplicate parts we will delete them
from this model. Find those part(s) in the Hierarchy Editor (they turn red). Use Colored Rendered mode if the
parts are very dark.

31. Now click the Remove button. In the case of the DC-6B the cockpit windows will disappear (scary, but
remember we have a backup MDL in case things go wrong).

32. Click on the Merge Objects button. A dialog box will appear.

33. Click on the Load Object... button. Browse to your model folder (if needed), click on the slow props MDL
file (in our example it's dc6b_props_slow.mdl), and click Open.
34. The Merge button will become available. Click it firmly. The slow props should appear in their proper

positions. They will not be transparent, this is fine. Close the Merge Objects box. Any parts you Removed
should reappear.
35. Choose Export Object (menu) and check the drop down box is set to FSX MDL Object (or another MDL
format if exporting to another sim). Click your current aircraft file (i.e. dc6.mdl). Click the Save button. An
overwrite warning will appear. Click the Yes button.
36. Import the plane we exported in step 35 back into MCX. In our example, it's dc6b.mdl.
37. If your isolated blurred props file does not contain any extra parts you can skip to Step 39 If they do, open
the Hierarchy editor and find the long list of ModelParts attached to the vertical line at the far left. These are
the non-animated parts (like the nacelles). Click on one until the extra part turns red:

38. Now click the Remove button. In the case of the DC-6B the cockpit windows will disappear (scary, but
remember we have a backup MDL in case things go wrong) - for the DC-6B it will probably be the cockpit
windows again:

39. Click the Merge Objects button. Click the Load Object... button. Click on the blurred props MDL file (for
example dc6b_props_blurred.mdl) and click Open.
40. Click the Merge button firmly. The blurred props should appear. Close the Merge Object box. Any
deleted parts should reappear.
41. Choose Export Object (menu) and check that the drop down box is FSX MDL Object (or another MDL
format if exporting to another sim). Click your current aircraft file (i.e. dc6.mdl). Click the Save button. An
overwrite warning will appear. Click the Yes button.
42. Import the MDL file again (i.e. dc6.mdl).
ADDING VISIBILITIES TO THE STILL PROPS
43. Open the Hierarchy Editor. Type in still into the search box. The prop_still nodes should now be listed
there. Select all of them to highlight them and click the pencil to go back to the full list. Your prop still nodes
should still be highlighted. Within those nodes, assign a visibility to all the ModelParts within that node. The
animation in a SceneGraphNode or ModelPart near the top of the node should read prop0/1/2/3_still. Give
the same visibility condition to all the ModelParts below it. For example, if a SceneGraphNode has an
animation name of prop0_still, then all ModelParts under that SceneGraphNode (and still within that node)
should receive a visibility condition of prop0_still. Remember, only ModelParts get a Visibility
Condition. NOTE: Some of the ModelParts (or SceneGraphNodes) below the SceneGraphNode with the
prop_still animation may have other animations. In the DC-6B, that animation is lever_prop_pitch for the
prop blade twisting. All these ModelParts receive a prop_still visibility condition since we want them to
disappear at the appropriate RPM as well. The DC-6B has 4 ModelParts per prop.
44. Repeat step 43 until all still prop nodes have all ModelParts assigned a proper visibility.
EXPORT TO FSX FORMAT
45. Choose Export Object (menu) and check that the drop down box is FSX MDL Object (or another MDL
format if exporting to another sim). Click your current aircraft file (i.e. dc6.mdl). Click the Save button. An
overwrite warning will appear. Click the Yes button.
46. You can set the CollapseNodes setting back to TRUE now.
47. You will often need to Import the MDL file you just made and Export it again to the same name
(overwrite) to fix the displaced parts that often result from this procedure. You may need to do it more than
once.
48. Reset the bounding box if needed using RADItor or MDL Tweaker. Check out your plane in FSX or your sim
- the props should now display properly, with the still, slow, and blurred props appearing and disappearing
with RPM. NOTE: They will not be transparent, we will work on that later. If they are not appearing and
disappearing properly, you have made an error and (if the still props) rework their animation/visiblity (or if the
slow or blurred props) delete the bad aircraft MDL file, copy/paste the xxx_FSX1 backup file, rename the copy
to the original filename, edit or re-create the problem file to merge (props_slow or props_blurred), and merge
the files again.
49. In Windows Explorer/My Computer copy the new mdl file, paste it back into the folder, and rename the
file to something like xxx_FSX2.mdl. In this tutorial, it would be dc6b_FSX2.mdl. This will provide a plane we
know is good up to this point in case we need it.
50. While there, you can delete the - FSX_Temp.mdl file if you like. The example's is dc6b - FSX_Termp.mdl.

PART SIX - SETTING UP THE MATERIALS AND TEXTURES
FS TEXTURE FORMATS
The first bit of information is that some bitmaps include an alpha channel. An alpha channel is an invisible
part of a bitmap used to designate areas of reflection or transparency. You can visualize it in DXTBmp
The typical BMP files found in most paint programs are usually called 24 bit BMP files. These will not display in
FS. Instead, FS uses special BMP formats, including:
DXT1 - often used for partially transparent signs using a black/white alpha channel, or simple scenery textures
with no alpha channel.
DXT3 - often used for aircraft with reflection, using a grayscale alpha channel (white = no reflection, black =
shiny chrome).
888 or 32 bit - used for the same things as DXT3, but higher quality (and thus more disk space and graphic card
load).
For FSX and later they added another file extension name, DDS, and one more format:
DXT5 - a better (?) way to create DXT3 textures.
We will use DXTBmp to examine the textures of the plane, and you can even use it to edit them if you like
(along with a paint program).
If this is a plane created in GMAX, all texture names containing _t or _T use the alpha channel for bare metal
reflections. Those without _t or _T are either normal textures (no alpha channel) or use the alpha channel for
transparency (i.e. glass, blurred props, etc.). If the plane was created with FSDS there is no such naming
convention, but FSDS planes still use the 3 basic types of textures (normal, reflection, and transparency).
I have been describing day textures above; there may be night textures as well, which light up cabin windows
(drawn on the texture, not modeled), or things like logo light splashes on the vertical stabilizer. These typically
have the name of the day texture, but with _L added to the name.
The basic tasks we need to perform here are to assign night textures to all materials that have them, set
reflections if needed, and set the transparency for all materials that need them.
ASSIGNING NIGHT TEXTURES
While I will be describing each of these settings separately, there is no reason why they can't be combined for
a given texture - for example, you can assign a night texture and adjust the settings for reflections at the same
time.
1. Look in the plane's texture folder using Windows Explorer/My Computer.. You may see files engine ending
in _L. These are the night textures. A few planes have them ending in _LM, but that's rare. Take note of the
textures that have both a day texture and a night texture.
2. If not already loaded, Import the latest version of the plane into MCX. In our example it is dc6b.mdl.

3. Click the Material Editor button.

4. Each texture is contained inside a material. This material provides the instructions for FS on how to load
and display this texture. On the left side of the screen click on a material (texture) that has a night texture.
5. On the right side of the screen you see the properties of that material. Scroll down near the bottom and
find the Textures section. The Diffuse texture is the day texture. Click in the Nightmap Texture box. Type in
the name of the night texture (usually the day texture name plus _L) or click the ... button and browse to
it. After making such a change I click on the scroll button inside the scroll bar - this Editor can act funny after
each edit, and you don't want to do something unintended.
6. If there is a filename in the Specular Texture slot, highlight it and remove it.
7. Near the top of the properties list, you will find a section called Emissive Properties. In the Emissive Mode
line, choose MultiplyBlendUserControl from the drop down box. NOTE: You may use any of the user
controlled choices, but this is the one I prefer. You can experiment and try them all. Test in FS at dusk and at
night. NOTE: The specular shine value in the image below is used in the next section.

8. Repeat this for each material (texture) that has a night texture. In the DC-6B example all day textures
ending with _t have night textures, as do the Interior, Virtual Cockpit, and Virtual Cockpit 2 textures.
SETTING REFLECTIONS AND SPECULAR HIGHLIGHTS
Note the difference between reflection (the chrome effect of polished metal) and specular highlights (the
reflection of the sun off a shiny object).
9. When you look at the materials listed on the right, some may include areas that need to be shiny and/or
have bare metal. In GMAX planes bare metal textures are all textures ending in _t or _T. This is true for the
example DC-6B.
If you want the material to have a shiny surface (i.e. it's not dull appearing):
Colors
Specular Color: 55, 55, 55 (see image above)
If you wish the bare metal to have reflections, then for each of these materials set the following:
Special Functionality
Blend environment by inverse diffuse alpha: True
Reflection Scale: 0.8
Specular Map Power Scale: 64
Use global environment map as reflection: True or False (see below for environment map)

Specular Highlights
Specular Level: 64

10. This is for rather shiny objects. If you want the surface of this material to appear dull, leave the Specular
Color set at 0, 0, 0. Vary this as desired.
11. If you only want reflections for textures that had them in the FS2004 aircraft, load each texture into
DXTBmp and look at the small square in the upper right - this is the alpha channel. If there is a gray area
where the bare metal is located in the day texture, then this texture is designed for reflections, and should
receive the values above. Here is an image of the alpha channel from a DC-6B texture, note the bare metal
areas and windows are gray.

12. Repeat this for each bare metal texture you want reflections.
13. Note that if the texture does not include gray alpha channel areas where the bare metal is, there will be
no reflection. You would need to create such an alpha channel in your paint program and add it via DXTBmp

(Alpha/Import Alpha Channel).
14. Optional. Note that FSX and later sims handle reflections quite differently from FS2004. This means that
FS2004 textures used as is in FSX and later will have very little reflection. If you want more reflection for an
FS2004 texture that already has them specified in the alpha channel, you would need to edit each of these
textures. Set up DXTBmp to send textures to your favorite paint program (Prefs/Select Editor). Then load the
texture into DXTBmp, and send the alpha channel to your paint program with Alpha/Send Alpha to Editor, and
darken the alpha channel by a reasonably large amount (not black!). Save this trans.BMP image (do not close
your paint program). Then back in DXTBmp, choose Alpha/Refresh Alpha and the gray in the alpha channel
box should get darker. Choose Save, OK, and overwrite is Yes. To test in FSX or later if the plane is already
loaded, go to Options/Settings/Display and move the Global Resolution slider one notch up or down. Click
OK. The edited texture should now display on your plane. Adjust the darkness of the alpha channel until you
are satisfied - edit the trans.BMP file, save it again, and repeat the process in DXTBmp and FS. When finished
leave the Global Resolution slider at the maximum.
SETTING TRANSPARENCY
15. Usually there are only a few textures that require transparency, often glass and blurred props. In the DC6B there is Glass, Blurred_Prop, and Interior that need transparency. For those materials (textures), select
one, then in the drop down box at the top of the Material Editor choose Set Default Transparent, then click
the Apply button just to the right of the drop down box.. For glass (only) see the recipe below.

16. If you want your glass to reflect like real glass does, use these settings for the Glass texture instead
(thanks to Bill Leaming for these settings):
Alpha Test
Apha Test Function: Always

Z-Test Alpha: True
Bloom
No Specular Bloom: True
Colors
Specular Color: 55,55,55
Enhanced Parameters
Z-Write Alpha: True
Final Alpha Blend
Final Alpha Multiply: 255
Set Final Alpha at Render Time: True
FrameBufferBlend
Destination Blend: InvSrcAlpha
Source Blend: SrcAlpha
Special Functionality
Blend diffuse by diffuse alpha: True
Reflection Scale: 2
Specular Map Power Scale: 256
Use global environment map as reflection: True or False (see below for environment map)
Specular Hightlights
Specular Level: 64
Textures
This looks best with a Specular Texture that is relatively dark. I used the Glass.bmp texture for the DC-6B, and
any handy solid dark texture for other planes.
Some of these transparent parts may not appear correctly in FS, or they may not appear at all. In this case
experiment with the Alpha Test Level near the top of the properties list. It is set at 20-100 by default, but
other values might be better. Most of the time the default is fine.
17. The "use global environment map for reflections" set to True for bare metal and glass materials is often
quoted as being the correct setting for most situations and you can use that setting if you prefer.. However, I
prefer to use the following settings:
Special Functionality
Use global environment map as reflection: False
Textures:
Environment Map: GLOBALENV_AC_CHROME.DDS

This is a default file in the main FSX texture folder and will be used automatically when specified as above. It
gives a smoother reflection and does not turn the bare metal green.
18. Finally, there is an even better replacement environment map that you can use - this has the advantage
that the day texture doesn't bleed into the bare metal from certain angles. It's by Bob Rivera and is
globalenv_texturesv1.zip at AVSIM, but it is at other places too. You can place this into each of the plane's
texture folders, or use a texture.cfg file to specify its location. I have not placed it into the main Texture folder
(replacing the default texture) in case that causes problems for other objects in FSX.
19. One last thing - if you are going to be applying these settings on a more than one time basis, you can use
the Material Template Editor function of the Material Editor (a button just to the right of the word Apply) to
create templates that will appear in the drop down box at the top. For example, I created two - Glass and
Metal Night Lit with the settings I list above. Now all I need to do for a given material is to select it, select the
proper choice from the drop down box, and click Apply. Specify my maps in the Textures section and I'm
done.
20. Export your plane back into its standard name (overwrite), check/change the bounding box with RADItor
or MDL Tweaker if needed, and load into FSX (or later). You may have to do the Import and then Export
(overwrite) again to fix displaced parts. The slow/blurred props and cockpit windows should be partially
transparent, the bare metal may have a slight reflection (look closely), and if you go to night time the night
textures should turn on using the L key (lights). The sun should also glint off the surface from certain angles
when the sun is high in the sky. When looking through the blurred props clouds should be visible behind them
(if present) In the DC-6B, if you open the passenger door during the day and look into the fuselage the
windows on the other side should be transparent.
21. Make a copy of your plane's MDL file and paste it back into the folder. Rename it something like dc6b Final .mdl and we'll keep that as a backup.
22. If you want to use DDS textures instead of BMP, that's fine. Just create new DDS textures and store the
BMP files away for safekeeping. As long as the DDS textures have the same name as the BMP files, they will
be used automatically. For example, create a texture named Interior.DDS to replace the Interior.BMP file.
SETTING THE FINAL BOUNDING BOX
1. If your model after conversion had huge numbers in RADItor or MDL Tweaker and you had to change them
all to a generic number, you can now change them to more accurate values for your final plane.
2. Open RADItor or MDL Tweaker (if not already open) and load the plane.
3. In MCX open the Object Information box.
4. Bring up RADItor or MDL Tweaker on top of MCX, side by side with the Object Information window.
5. Enter the numbers iin the BoundingBox section of the Object Information box into the RADItor or MDL
Tweaker boxes (use the largest number for the radius):

6. These are the values for the DC-6B, if needed. Press Write or Save MDL.
That's it - enjoy your new FSX or later plane! My FSX DC-6B starts her engines - the ramp guy better get the
door closed soon!

PART SEVEN - VIRTUAL COCKPIT & APPENDIX
VIRTUAL COCKPIT
For the most part, the Virtual Cockpit (VC) is handled exactly like the exterior model; there are only a few
special situations to consider. Unless specified below, follow the tutorial's instructions.
FS2004 Import
1. When importing the FS9 model, in the Set Condition Variables box set the gen_model to 1 and the
g_lightStates to 0. The VC does not need any landing or taxi lights.
2. There will likely be one or more Custom_Anim lines in this box. In my experience, leaving these at 0 is fine
but that may vary?
3. Try to assign the custom_anim lines in the Animation Editor to definitions in the Animation Editor, if
possible. Generally MCX does a great job of creating these, but occasionally there may be a slight difference in
the range of motion. For these custom animations you would need to have the original animation definitons
(added to a modeldef.xml file), so unless you are the plane's author you will probably just stick with the MCX
custom_anim definitions.
FSX Conversion
1. When you Export the VC, choose a name like xxx_interior.mdl. Do not overwrite your exterior model file!
2. Use a name including _interior for all other files you create (such as backups), so you know they are for the
VC.
3. Once you have the xxx_interior.mdl file created and it is located in the plane's model folder, you can view it
in FSX or later by:
a. Open the model.cfg file in the plane's model folder.
b. Add a line at the bottom: interior=xxx_interior where xxx_interior is the name of your VC MDL file.
c. Save the file, and reload FSX or later.
Assigning Landing and Taxi Lights
These are not needed by the VC, because they are supplied by the exterior model.
Isolating and Merging the Props
1. If the VC does not include propllers, you can skip this section.
2. If it does include them, you can Merge the isolated slow and blurred prop MDL files already created for the
exterior model.
Setting Up the Materials and Textures
1. There are different ways to design and build VCs. The only way I have done this is:
a. Build the VC with large rectangles for the panel areas. Place gauges onto these rectangles.
b. Specify day textures for these rectangles in the panel.cfg file and place those textures into the Panel
folder.
c. Place night textures for these rectangles in the plane's Texture folders.

I have only made this conversion on those types of VCs. Therefore, I cannot gaurantee results with other
types, but it's certainly worth a try.
2. In the Material Editor you will find materials that begin with the $ sign. In the DC-6B those are $pan1 and
$panl2. These textures do not have a BMP extension. These need to have night textures applied in the usual
way. The nightmap textures should be specified without the $ sign and with a BMP extension. For example,
the night texture for the $pan1 texture would be specified as pan1_L.bmp.
3. The other textures are handled in the same way as in the exterior model.

APPENDIX
This section will discuss the uses and tricks for the modeldef.xml animation and visibility definitions added by
the file downloaded from this tutorial.
_2 is for twin engined planes, _4 is for 4 engine planes
VISIBILITY CONDITIONS
light_taxi_visible - used to make taxi light effects appear only when the taxi light is pressed. The default
general_light definition will do the same thing for landing lights.
L_chocks_2, L_chocks_4, R_chocks_2, R_chocks_4 - for wheel chocks that will appear when the engines on
that side are stopped and the parking brake is set.
airstairs_2, airstairs_4 - for airstairs objects on the left side of the plane. Will appear when the passenger
door is open, the engines on the left side are stopped, and the parking brake set.
ground_equipment - for ramp equipment. Will appear when all engines are stopped and the parking brake is
set.
maint_pltfm_2, maint_pltfm_4 - for maintenance steps on the right side of the plane. Will appear when door
#3 is open, the engines on the right side are stopped, and the parking brake set.
gear_down_visible - not used in this tutorial, but useful for old or simple planes that use a black polygon for a
wheel well that needs to disappear when the gear is up.
gear_travel_visible - not used in this tutorial, but used for the same purpose as gear_down_visible. For gear
wells where the gear door opens, the gear extends, and the gear door closes again.
ANIMATIONS FOR FS2004 TO FSX CONVERSIONS
c_wheel_FS9 - There are a few animations that are different between FS2004 and FSX. One is the c_wheel
animation, which (according to the SDKs) is animated from keyframe 100-200 in FS2004 and from 0 to 200 in
FSX. When converting an FS2004 model that uses the FS2004 animation, a different definition is needed.
ANIMATIONS TO AUTOMATE THE FS2004 TO FSX CONVERSION PROCESS
While MCX converts many FS2004 definition names, it does convert all of them since some definitions are
different between FS2004 and FSX and that would make Exporting to FS2004 format more difficult.
To make it clearer we'll use as an example the c_tire definition, which causes the nose gear wheel to rotate as
the plane taxis. When an FS2004 model is Imported into MCX, it is common that the c_tire animation has
been defined in the MDL. This definition when used in an FS2004 model allows the tire to display and animate
at all speeds. This animation is not present in FSX, so a different definition must be used. The equivalent in
FSX is c_tire_blurred with the visibility condition set to None. But if MCX converted the c_tire definition

automatically to c_tire_blurred, when used to Export the aircraft back to FS2004 the tire would disappear as
the plane accelerates due to a different behavior in FS2004. So if MCX converted all c_tire definitions
automatically to c_tire_blurred then it would not Export properly to FS2004.
Therefore I have added the following definitions to the modeldef file (used in FSX) that use the proper FSX
definition as a template but allows one to keep the FS2004 part name to allow export to FS2004. For example,
I have created a c_tire definition that incorporates the FSX c_tire_blurred code. Thus, when exporting to FSX
it behaves like c_tire_blurred, but when exporting back to FS2004 the c_tire part name is used and FS2004
assigns the proper animation.
They are:
MCX Import Variable Name Added
to modeldef File

FSX Variable Definition Used as Template

c_tire

c_tire_blurred

l_tire

l_tire_blurred

r_tire

r_tire_blurred

rudder_water_deploy

lever_water_rudder (reversed, since the FS9
variable works the opposite)

engine0  prop_0_still, prop_0_slow, or prop_0_blurred,
engine1  prop_1_still, prop_1_slow, or prop_1_blurred
engine2  prop_2_still, prop_2_slow, or prop_2_blurred
engine3  prop_3_still, prop_3_slow, or prop_3_blurred,
depending on the visibility condition (which is already set properly).
usrvar  rudder_key or rudder_percent_key – note that the animation displayed in MCX is incorrect, so that would
need to be changed too.
left_ailer  l_aileron_key or l_aileron_percent_key - may need to have its keyframes reversed, based on how the
compiler compiles them.
right_ailer  r_aileron_key or r_aileron_percent_key
Rudder  rudder_percent_key
l_spoiler  l_spoiler_key
r_spoiler  r_spoiler_key
l_pct_trail_edge_flap0  l_flap_percent_key
r_pct_trail_edge_flap0  r_flap_percent_key
thrust_reverser0  thrust_rev_1
thrust_reverser1  thrust_rev_2
thrust_reverser2  thrust_rev_3
thrust_reverser3  thrust_rev_4
elevator  elevator_percent_key
left_ailer  l_aileron_percent_key
right_ailer  r_aileron_percent_key
l_pct_lead_edge_flap0  l_lead_edge_flap_percent_key
r_pct_lead_edge_flap0  r_lead_edge_flap_percent_key

l_wingfold  wing_fold_l_pct
r_wingfold  wing_fold_r_pct
c_tire  c_tire_blurred_key
l_tire  l_tire_blurred_key
r_tire  r_tire_blurred_key

PART EIGHT - QUICK REFERENCE
Once you have followed the detailed conversion guide in Parts 2 to 6 a few times, you may want a quick "checklist" to
remember the order of the steps for any further conversions. Hopefully this Quick Reference Guide will provide that.
To set up the VC model and for differences between converting the exterior model and the VC, refer to Part 7.
FS2004 IMPORT
1. Back up your FS2004 file as xxx_FS9.mdl.
2. Import the plane's MDL file into MCX.
3. In the Set Condition Variables box, set any custom_anims to 32000. If loading the Virtual Cockpit, set the gen_model
to 1 and the g_lightStates to 0, custom_anims can remain at 0. Export to xxx_interior.mdl instead throughout.
4. Check plane's parts for location and animation.
5. In the Animation Editor, fix unknown animations that do not need separate animations.
6. Assign animations and visibilities to unknown animations that need them. Animations to SceneGraphNodes and/or
ModelParts, and in the Hierarchy Editor visibilities to all ModelParts (only) in the node.
ASSIGN STILL PROP ANIMATIONS, CUSTOM VISIBILITIES AND SPECIAL ANIMATIONS
7. In the Animation Editor search and assign
engine0 to prop0_still
engine1 to prop1_still
engine2 to prop2_still
engine3 to prop3_still.
8. In the Hierarchy Editor assign proper visibilities to the parts that had custom_anim definitions in the Set Conditions
popup box. like airstairs, chocks, ground equipment, etc. Assign to all ModelParts in the node. For the VC, set
animations instead.
9. In the Animation Editor search and assign proper animation(s) to parts with different animations in FSX vs FS2004,
like c_wheel to c_wheel_FS9.
SETTING UP THE LANDING AND TAXI LIGHTS
(Not needed for the VC)
10. Click Display Attached Objects button. Change to Wireframe Render mode if desired.
11. Click on Attached Object Editor button. Find the attachpoints that are to be used. Delete extras at exactly the same
place if desired.
12. For all landing and taxi lights, set
CustomFileName: fx_landing
UseAutoGeneratedName: False
AttachPointName: a logical name like landing_light_L or taxi_light_nose
Orientation: (0;0;90) - green line should point forward when deployed.
Position: Edit as desired to get attachpoint to center of landing/taxi light lens.
13. Assign visibility conditions to the landing and taxi attachpoints. (search for landing and taxi in Hierarchy Editor)
Landing lights: general_light
Taxi lights: light_taxi_visible
FSX CONVERSION

14. Export Object, type = FSX MDL Object, click on original MDL filename (xxx.mdl), click Save. Yes to
overwrite. Remember, if you are exporting the VC, use xxx_interior.mdl.
15. Use RADItor or MDL Tweaker to check and change bounding box, if needed. This instruction will not be repeated
again; if you needed to change the bounding box, do this after each export before viewing in sim.
16. View in sim, if there are displaced parts try Importing the converted MDL and using Export Object again.
17. Make a backup of this MDL file, called xxx_FSX1.mdl. (xxx is the name of the original mdl file).
ISOLATING THE SLOW PROPS
(For the VC (if it includes props) use the prop filess already isolated for the exterior model)
18. Import the FS2004 MDL file, called xxx - FS9.mdl.
19. In popup Set Condition Variables box set engine0/1/2/3 to 5000 in .
20. Find the engine0/1/2/3 parts in the Animation Editor, change to:
engine0 to prop0_still
engine1 to prop1_still
engine2 to prop2_still
engine3 to prop3_still
21. In the Hierarchy Editor, type prop in search box. Add the prop0/1/2/3_still visibility conditions to all model Parts in
the slow prop nodes.
22. Export Object to xxx_FSX_Temp.mdl.
23. Import xxx_FSX_Temp.mdl.
24. In the Hierarchy Editor, type prop into search box and click on bottom slow prop SceneGraphNode. Clear the search
with the pencil button (Clear Search).
25. If the slow prop node has one SceneGraphNode keep reading, if they have two SceneGraphNodes, skip to Step
31. 26. Select the node from just below the bottom slow prop to the bottom of the file (keeping in the same vertical
line). Press the Remove button.
27. Remove any ModelParts at the bottom of the file (do not delete the Crash Tree). The bottom prop part should be at
the bottom of the file.
28. Remove any nodes between the prop parts, working upward until you have all of them at the bottom. All the prop
parts should be at the bottom of the file.
29. Remove any nodes above the prop parts in the same vertical line.

30. Remove any nodes above the prop parts in the vertical line to the left of that node above. Avoid SceneGraphNodes
and ModelParts that start a new line to the right of their attached line.

Skip to Step 33
31. If your prop parts have two SceneGraphNodes then type engine into the Hierarchy Editor search box. Click on one
part. Click the Clear Search button and holding down the Ctrl key, move the highlight from the second SceneGraphNode
to the top one. Repeat this for all prop parts, keeping the selections.

32. Click the Isolate button.
33. Export Object, giving it a name of xxx_props_slow.mdl.
ISOLATING THE BLURRED PROPS
34. Repeat steps 18 through 32, but this time:
Enter 10000 into the engine lines of the popup Set Condition box. to get the blurred props.
Change the animations:
engine0 to prop0_blurred
engine1 to prop1_blurred
engine2 to prop2_blurred
engine3 to prop3_blurred
Change the visibilities to prop0/1/2/3_blurred.
Export Object to xxx_FSX_Temp.mdl (overwrite)
Import xxx_FSX_Temp.mdl back into MCX.
Delete the parts that are not the blurred props, but leave the extra required parts as before.
35. Export Object to xxx_props_blurred.mdl.
MERGING THE PROPS INTO THE AIRCRAFT
36.
37.
38.
39.
40
41.
42.
43.
44

Import the plane's MDL file (xxx.mdl).
Click the Merge Objects button.
Load the xxx_props_slow.mdl file and press Merge.
Export Object as xxx.mdl (overwrite).
Import xxx.mdl.
If the isolated blurred props included any other parts, Remove them in the Hierarchy Editor.
Click the Merge Objects button. Load the xxx_props_blurred.mdl file. Press Merge.
Export Object as xxx.mdl (overwrite).
Import xxx.mdl.

ASSIGN VISIBILITIES TO THE STILL PROPS
45. Type in still into the Hierarchy Editor search box. Click on one and Clear Search. Assign visibility conditions to all
parts in that node. If the animation of the main node is prop0_still, assign prop0_still visibilities to all ModelParts in that
node.
46. Continue assigning visibilities to parts with prop21/2/3_still animations, adding them only to all the ModelParts in
that node.
47. Export Object to xxx.mdl. (overwrite).
48. Make a backup of this MDL file, calling it xxx_FSX2.mdl.
SETTING UP THE MATERIALS AND TEXTURES
(For the VC, see Part 7 for any special situations)
48. If you want a material to have a night texture:
Emissive Properties
Emissive Mode: MultiplyBlendUserControlled
Textures
Nightmap: night texture name (i.e. xxx_L.bmp).

Specular Map: remove any name here.
49. If you want it to be shiny:
Colors
Specular Color: 55,55,55
Specular Highlights
Specular Level: 64
50. If you want it to have bare metal reflections:
Special Functionality
Blend environment by inverse diffuse alpha: True
Reflection Scale: 0.8
Specular Map Power Scale: 64
Use global environment map as reflection: False
(this can be set to true, but I prefer this False and:
Textures:
Environment Map: GLOBALENV_AC_CHROME.DDS
(a better version is available, see tutorial for details)
51. If you want a material to have some transparency:
Drop down box at top: Set Default Transparent
Click Apply button.
52. If you want a realistic glass texture:
Alpha Test
Apha Test Function: Always
Z-Test Alpha: True
Bloom
No Specular Bloom: True
Colors
Specular Color: 55,55,55
Enhanced Parameters
Z-Write Alpha: True
Final Alpha Blend
Final Alpha Multiply: 255
Set Final Alpha at Render Time: True
FrameBufferBlend
Destination Blend: InvSrcAlpha
Source Blend: SrcAlpha
Special Functionality
Blend diffuse by diffuse alpha: True
Reflection Scale: 2

Specular Map Power Scale: 256
Use global environment map as reflection: False
Specular Hightlights
Specular Level: 64
Textures:
Environment Map: GLOBALENV_AC_CHROME.DDS
53. These can be added to the drop down box using the Material Template Editor.
54. Repeat as needed for all materials.
55. Export Object to xxx.mdl (overwrite).
56. Reset the final bounding box if needed using RADItor or MDL Tweaker.
57. Make a backup of the final MDL file as xxx_FSX3.mdl.
Hope you made it all the way to the bottom - thanks for reading my tutorial!

